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Residue Homomorphisms in Milnor K.theory 

Kazuya Kato 

In this paper, we give a generalization of the residue homomorphism 
by using Milnor's K-group [9], and study its relation with class field theory. 
Our residue homomorphism provides a very plain definition of the p
primary part of the reciprocity map in the local class field theory in cha
racteristic p >0. This definition was used in Brylinski [4] for the study of 
ramifications in abelian extensions of local fields of characteristic p>O 
and those of surfaces over finite fields. Our residue homomorphism also 
provides a description of the relation between the class field theory of a 
higher local field and that of its constant field (Section 4 Theorem 2). 

We express our sincere gratitudes to Professor Brylinski for his cor
respondences on this subject. We also express our appreciation of the 
hospitality of IHES during the writing of this article. 

§ O. Notations and preliminaries 

Here we fix our notations and review some properties of Milnor's K
group. For a ring R, let RX be the multiplicative group of all invertible 
elements of R. For a field k, let Kq(k) (q>O) be Milnor's K-group of k 
defined by generators {Xl> .. " Xq} (Xl> .. " Xq E kX) and certain relations 
(cf. [9]). For a discrete valuation field k, let ordk be the normalized ad
ditive discrete valuation of k. Let 

Ok={X E k; ordix);::;;O}, 

Uk={x E k; ordix)=O}. 

The residue class field of k is denoted by k. For X E Ok' let x be the 
residue class of X in k. Concerning the Milnor K-group of a discrete 
valuation field k, for i;::;; 1, let EBq;;;O UiKq(k) be the graded ideal of 
EBq;;;oKq(k) generated by elements a of k X = Kj(k) such that ordk(a-1» i. 
Let 

Kq(k) = lim Kq(k)jUiKik), 
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UiKq(k)=lim UiKq(k)(Ui'Kik)CKik). 
+
i' 

The following lemma is proved easily, but it will play an essential role in 
the definition of the residue homomorphism in Section 1. 

Lemma 1. If k is a discrete valuation field and k is its completion, 
the canonical homomorphism Kq(k)---+Kq(k) induces isomorphisms 

for any q"?O and i~ 1. 
The following "boundary" homomorphism a and the norm homo

morphism of Milnor's K-group will be useful tools. 
If k is a discrete valuation field, there exists a unique homomorphism 

such that 

for any Xl' •• " Xq E Uk and y E kX (cf. [9]). Note that 

Lemma 2. If Xl' .. " Xq E Uk and y E Kr+l(k), 

In particular, a annihilates U l K*(k). 
For a field k and any finite extension k' of k, there exists a canonical 

norm homomorphism Nk'lk: Kik')---+Kq(k) (cf. Bass and Tate [1] Chapter I 
Section 5 and Kato [7] Section 1.7). It has the following properties. 
For a discrete valuation v of a field (resp. for a prime ideal p of a ring), 
let tc(v) (resp. tc(p)) be the residue field of v (resp. p). 

Lemma 3. Let k be a discrete valuation field and let k' be a finite ex
tension of k. If the integral closure of Ok in k' is a finitely generated Ok
module (cf. Bourbaki [3] Chapter VI 8.5; this is always the case if k is com
plete), the following diagram is commutative. 

Here v ranges over all normalized additive discrete valuations of k' such 
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that {x e k; V(X»O}= Ok' 

Lemma 4. Let k be a field and K an algebraic function field in one 
variable over k. Let \l3=\l3(K/k) be the set of all normalized additive di
screte valuations v of K such that v(kX) = O. Then, 

Indeed, Lemma 3 is reduced to the case where k is complete, and is 
proved in this case in [7] Section 1.7. By Lemma 3, Lemma 4 is reduced 
to the case K=k(X), the rational function field in one variable over k, 
and in this case, this summation formula is essentially the very definition 
of the norm homomorphism (cf. [1] Chapter I Section 5). 

§ 1. The definition of the residue homomorphism 

Let k be a complete discrete valuation field, and let M be the field of 
fractions of 0kUX]], Let M be the completion of M with respect to the 
discrete valuation of M defined by the prime ideal 0kUX]]mk of height one 
of 0k[[X]], Then, M is the field of all formal Laurent series .L:nez anXn 
over k such that ordk(an) is bounded below and limn __ = an=O. The 
valuation ordj[ is given by infn{ordk(an)}, and the residue field of Mis 
JC(X)). 

The aim of this section is to define a homomorphism 

res: Kq+l(M)~Kik) 

called residue. For the relation with the usual residue of a differential, 
cf. Section 3. 

Let @) be the set of all prime ideals l:J of 0k[[X]] of height one such 
that l:J='i=0k[[X]]mk. Let \l3=\l3(k(X)/k) be as in Section 0 Lemma 4. 
Then, by Weierstrass' preparation theorem (cf. [3] Chapter VII 3.8), each 
element of @) is generated by an irreducible polynomial over Ok of the 
form 

and thus we can identify @) with the subset of \l3 which corresponds to the 
set of irreducible polynomials over k of this form. Let 

A+ = Ok[[X]]0o.k, 

A_ ={f e k(X);v(f)~O if v e \l3~@)-{00}}. 

Here 00 denotes the unique element of \l3 such that 00 (X) = -1. 
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When we consider the analogy with the analytic theory over the field of 
complex numbers C, @) corresponds to the open disk DO ={z e C; Izl <I}, 
A+ corresponds to the ring of all holomorphic functions on DO, A_ corre
sponds to the ring of all rational functions on C whose poles (in C) are 
concentrated in DO, and M corresponds to the ring of all meromorphic 
functions on DO which has only finite number of poles. Just as in the 
complex case, we have exact sequences 

O~k[X]~A+E!M_~M~O 

O~kX~{AJxEB{A_)X~Mx~O. 

The following Proposition I generalizes this latter sequence to Milnor's 
K-groups. 

Let EBq;;:o KiA+) (resp. EBq;;:o KiA_» be the sub-graded ring of 
EBq;;:o Kq{M) generated over Z = KiM) by (AJx cK1(M) {resp. (A_)X C 

K1{M». For i> I, let EBq;;:o UiKq{A+)(resp. EBq;;:o UiKq{A_» be the graded 
ideal of EBq;;:o Kq{AJ{resp. EBq;;;o Kq{A_» generated by elements f e (A+Y 
(resp. (A_Y) such that ord&(f -I»i. 

Proposition 1. For any q, the canonical map Kq{k)~Kq{M) is injective. 
If we regard Kq{k) as a subgroup of Kq{M), we have 

Kq(M)=Kq(A+)+KiA_), Kq(k)=KiA+) n Kq{A_), 

UiKiM) = UiKq{A+)+ UiKq(A_), UiKq{k) = UiKq{AJ n UiKiA_) 

for any q>O and i?l, where UiKq{M) is defined with respect to the discrete 
valuation of M induced by ord&. 

Now let res: Kq+l(M)~Kq{k) be the composite map 

Kq+l(M)~ EB Kq(tc(1J» (N'(~)/k);Kik). 
~es 

Using the above proposition, we can prove; 

Theorem 1. The homomorphism res: Kq+l(M)~Kq{k) satisfies 

for any i~l, 

and hence induces a homomorphism 

res: Kq+l{M)~Kq+l(M)~Kq{k) 

(cf. Section 0 Lemma 1). The latter homomorphism is the unique contin
uous homomorphism (with respect to the topology defined by the filtrations 
Ui) which annihilates the image of Kq+1(A+) and elements of the form 
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and for which the composite 

A {,X}A A res A 

Kq(k)~Kq+I(M)--+Kq(k) 

coincides with the identity map. 

Proof of Proposition 1. As is easily seen, res: Kq+I(M)-+Kq(k) gives 

a left inverse of Kq(k)~Kq+I(M), and 

for i> 1. 

It follows that the canonical homomorphism Kik)-+KiM) is injective 
and that 

Let EEiq",o K~(A_) be the subgraded ring of EEiq",o Kik(X)) generated over 
Z=Ko(k(X)) by (A_Y cKI(k(X)). There is clearly a surjection K~(A_)-+ 
Kq(A_). By [9], the sequence 

(##) O--+Kq(k)--+K/k(X))~ EB Kq_l(k(v))--+O 
vEiIl-{w) 

is exact. Hence we have 

K/k)~Ker (K~(A_)--+ EB Kq_I(IC(V))). 
vEIG 

This proves Kq(AJ n K/A_)=Kq(k). By the above (#), we have UiK/A+) 
n UiK/A_) = UiK/k). 

It remains to proveK/M) = Kq(A +) + Kq(A_) and UiKq(M) = UiKq(A+) 
+ UiK/A_). In the case q= 1, these are deduced from Weierstrass' pre
paration theorem applied to the rings (Ok/mD[[X]] (i~ 1). For q?:.2, it is 
clearly sufficient to prove 

{KI(A+), KI(L)}CK2(A+)+KlL), 

{UiKI(AJ, KI(A_)}c U i K2(A+)+ U i K2(A_), 

{UiKI(A_), KI(AJ}c UiK2(A+)+ UiK2(A_). 

Let S be the set of all polynomials f(X) over Ok such that f = 1 or 
f =Xn+aIXn-I+ . .. +an for some n?:.1 and al> ... , an E mk. Then, any 
element of (A_)X (resp. UiKlA_)) is written in the form chlh21 such that 
c E P, hi, h2 E S (resp. c E UiKI(k), hi, h2 E Sand hl=h2 mod Ok[X]mD. 
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On the other hand, if he Sand h='\=I, (A+Y (resp. UiKt(AJ) is generated 
by k X (resp. UiKt(k», elements of the form I-fh such that f e 0k[[X]] 
(resp. f e 0k[[X]]mD, and elements of the form 1-Xf such that f e 0k[X] 
(resp. f e Ok[X]mD. Hence we are reduced to 

Lemma 5. (1) Letfe 0k[[X]], hI> hz e S, and let i> 1. Unlessf= 
ht=h2=I, {I-fhthz, hth;l} belongs to K2(A+). 1ff=0 mod 0k[[X]]m1 or 
if hl-=h2 mod Ok[X]ml, it belongs to UiKz(AJ. 

(2) Let fe 0k[X], hI, hz e S. Then, {I-Xf, hlh;l} belongs to 
K2(A+)+Kz(A_). If f-=O mod 0k[X]m1 or if ht-=h2 mod Ok[X]m1, it 
belongs to UiK2(AJ+ UiK2(A_). 

The following lemma is useful for the proof. 

Lemma 6. Let k be a field and let x, ye k. If x =,\=0, 1, y=,\= 1, and 
xy=,\=I, then 

{I-x, l-y}={I-xy, -x}+{I-xy, I-y}-{I-xy, I-x}. 

Proof 

{I-x, I-y}={I-x, x(1-y)}={l-x, -(l-x)+(l-xy)} 

={l-x, l-(I-x)-I(I-xy)}={l-xy, l-(1-x)-I(l-xy)}. 

Proof of Lemma 5. First, (1) follows from the equation 

{l-xy, -x}={l-x, I-y}+{l-xy, I-x}-{I-xy, l-y} 

of Lemma 6 applied to the case x=h1 and y=fh2' and to the case x=hz 
and y=fh1. 

Next, we prove (2) by induction on (deg(f), max (deg (h t ), deg (hz») 
e NXN, where we endow NXNwith the lexicographic order. Note that 

any non-zero element of 0k[X] is uniquely written in the form c(l-Xf)h 
such that c e Ok - {O}, f e 0k[X] and h e S. For f e 0k[X] and h e S - {I}, 
define Cj,h e U1K1(k),fh e 0k[X] and hj e S by 

where n= deg (h). 

Then, deg(fh)<deg (f) iff='\=O, and deg(hj)=deg(h)-l. By Lemma 6 
applied to the case x=Xf and y= I-x-nh, we have the following for
mula for f ='\=0 (n=deg (h». 

{I-Xf, h}=n{l-Xf, X}+{cj,h(I-Xfh)hjX1-n, - fhX 1-n(1-Xf)-I}. 
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preparation theorem for (Ok/mD [[X]] shows 

cj,,,=l, f,,=O, and hj=xn-I mod O,,[X]mk 

(resp. cf,h,=cj,h"f",=fh" and (hl)j=(h2)j mod O,,[X]m%). 

Hence, by the above formula and by the hypothesis of our induction, we 
are reduced to the case hi = X and h2 = 1 of Lemma 5 (l). 

Proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition 1, UiKq+I(M) is contained in the 
subgroup of Kq+I(M) generated by Kq+lAJ, {UiK/k), X} and by elements 
z of the form {l +aIX- I+ ... +anX-n, y} such that n:;;;;O, ai, .. " an Em", 
and y E Kq(A_), But res: Kq+I(M)---*Kik) satisfies res (Kq+I(A+» = 0, 
res ({UiKik), X})= UiKik), and 

res (z)= - 2:: N«v)/,,(a(z»=o 
vE$-!5 

by Lemma 4 and Lemma 2. 

Remark 1. Each homomorphism N«p)lk 0 ap : Kq+I(M)->K/k) (l,J E @5) 

is not continuous for the filtrations Ui. It is only the sum 2::PE!5 N«p)lk 0 ap 

that can be extended to Kq+I(M)---*Kq(k). 
The following result is deduced from Theorem 1, and implies that 

the norm homomorphism in Milnor K-theory is continuous for complete 
discrete valuation fields. 

Proposition 2. Let k be a complete discrete l'aluation field and k' a 
finite extension of k. Then, 

for any i:;;;; 1, 

where ek ' ik is the index of the ramification of k' / k. 

Let C E ml (i:2: 1) and a EO".. It is sufficient to prove N"'I,,(l +ca, 
Kq_l(k')})c UIK/k) assuming k' =k(a) and a=,\=O. Let va be the element 
ofll3=ll3(k(X)/k) corresponding to the irreducible polynomial of a-lover 
k. Then, a E Ok' implies va Ei @5. By the exactness of the sequence (##) 
in the proof of Proposition 2, for each y E Kq _ 1(k') = Kq _ 1(IC(Vo), there is an 
element y of Kq(k(X)) such that 

We have 

N"'I,,({l + ca, y})=N«vo)/" 0 avo({1 + cX-1, y}) 

= -res ({I +cX-1, y})- 2:: N«v)/" 0 aJ{1 +cX- I, y}) 
vE$-!5-{vo} 
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by Lemma 4. Since {1+cX- 1, ji} E U i Kq +1(M), the first term belongs to 
UiKq(k) by Theorem 1. But the second term is zero by Lemma 2. 

§ 2. The rigidity of the residue homomorphism 

In Section 1, we defined the residue homomorphism Kq+l(M)---+Kq(k) 
using the variable X, but if the characteristic ch (Ii) of the residue field k 
of k is not zero, we can show that it is in fact independent of the choice of 
the "coordinates". 

Let k and L be complete discrete valuation fields such that 
(1) k is a subfield of L satisfying OkCOL and mkCmL. 
(2) The residue field L of L is a complete discrete valuation field such 

that k COL and such that its residue field L is of finite degree over k. 
A standard example of the pair (k, L) is the pair (k, £1) of Section 1. 
We shall show that in the case ch (k) ~O, these data define a canonical 

homomorphism 

resL/k: Kq+l(L)--+Kq(k). 

Assume ch (Ii) ~O, and let P be the set of all elements x of UL such that 
x E mI,. For each x E P, let lfJ",: Ok[[X]]---+OL be the unique homomorphism 
over Ok such that lfJ.,(X)=x and such that the induced map k[[X]]---+L is 
L:n<:o anXn>--+ L:n<:o anxn (an E k). The existence and the uniqueness of lfJ:r: 
follows from the fact that 0k[[X]] is formally etale over 0k[X] with respect 
to the Ok[X]mk-adic topology (Grothendieck [6] Chapter ° Section 19) in 
the case ch (J() ~o. Let M and £1 be as in Section 1. Then, lfJ", induces 
a homomorphism M---+L, which we denote also by lfJ"" and L becomes a 
finite extension of lfJ.,(M). Let res""L/k (or simply res",) be the composite 

Here the first arrow is defined by Section 1 Proposition 2. 

Proposition 3. The homomorphism res""L{k is independent of x E P. 

Corollary 1. Let a be an automorphism of £1 over Ok such that 
orda 0 u=orda and such that the induced map on the residue field J((X» 
also preserves the valuation. Then, if ch (k) =,,<=0, 

res 0 u=res; Kq+1(M)--+Kq(k). 

To prove this proposition, we need define similar homomorphisms 
res A and resA,L/k. Let k be a complete discrete valuation field and let A 
be a ring over Ok such that 
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(3) A is a Noetherian normal complete local ring of dimension 2. 
(4) A has only one prime ideal which is of height one and contains 

A standard example of the pair (k, A) is (k, 0k[[X]]), Let MA be the 
field of fractions of A, MAthe completion of M A with respect to the dis
crete valuation defined by the above prime ideal, and @5A the set of all 
prime ideals 1:> of A of height one such that 1:>:'5\lmk • Then, 

Lemma 7. There is a unique continuous homomorphism 

resA: Kq+l(MJ----*Kq(k) 

such that the induced composite 

Proof We can regard A as a finite extension of 0k[[X]], By apply
ing Section 0 Lemma 3 to the extension MAIM, we see that the desired 
homomorphism is the composite 

A norm A res A 

Kq+l(MA)~Kq+l(M)----*Kq(k). 

Now let k and L be complete discrete valuation fields satisfying (1), 
(2), and let A be a subring of OL containing Ok which satisfies (3) (4) and 
the following condition. 

(5) Let h: A--)-OLlmL=L be the canonical map. Then, h(A)cOz 
and h(mA)cmz, where mA is the maximal ideal of A. 

We denote by resA,Llk (or simply by resA) the composite 

.... norm......... res,A .... 
Kq+l(L)~KiMA)----*Kik) 

regarding L as a finite extension of M A' 

Now we prove Proposition 3. Assume ch(k)=p>O. From the 
above construction of res A' we have, 

Claim 1. resA=res",: Kq+1(L)--)-Kq(k) for anyxEAnp. In partic
ular, res"=res,,n for any x E P and n>1. 

Claim 2. Fix x E P, and assume that L is separable over SO,,(M). 
Then, for each i> 1, there exists an integer n?:: 1 such that if YEP and 
Y=X mod m'l, then the composite 
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is zero for any q~ 1. 

Proof. Let a be an element of OL such that L=cpx(M)(a), and let 
aI, ... , am be elements of Off such that xm+cp,,(al)Xm-1+ ... +cpx(am) 
is the irreducible polynomial of a over CPx(M). If y is sufficiently near to 
x with respect to the valuation of L, cpvCaj) (1::;;:j~m) becomes sufficiently 
near to cpx(a j ). Since a is separable over CPx(M), the equation xm+ 
cpvCal)Xm-l+ ... +cp/am) becomes having a solution f3 in L which is suffi
ciently near to a. We can define a homomorphism T: L-+L such that 
TOcpx=cpy: M-+L and T(a)=f3. If y is sufficiently near to x, T satisfies 
T(b)b- l E U(ieLlk)KI(L) for all bE LX, where eL/k is the integer such that 
mkOL=mellk• This implies T(b)-b E U(ieLlk)Kq+I(L) for any q and bE 
Kq+I(L). We have, for any b E Kq+I(L), 

resx(b) = resvCT(b)) =resvCT(b) -b) + resy(b) E UiKik) + resvCb) 

by Theorem 1 and Proposition 2. 

Claim 3. Assume that x E P and L is separable over CPx(M). If A 
is a subring of OL containing Ok which satisfies the conditions (3) (4) (5) 
and the condition MA=L, we have resA=resx • 

Proof. It suffices to prove resA=resx mod UiKq(k) for any i:;:::: 1. 
Choose n~ 1 in Claim 2 for a fixed i. As is easily seen, for sufficiently 
large N~ 1, we have x N E A+ml. Take N prime to p, and write x N = 
a+b, a E A, bE ml. Then, there exists an element y of OL such that 
yN=a and y=x mod ml. But resA=resa=resy by Claim 1, and resx = 
res y mod UiKq(k) by Claim 2. 

Now we can finish the proof of Proposition 3. Let x, YEP. Let L' 
be the separable closure of CPx(M) in L and let [L: L'] =pc. Let y' = ypc. 
Then, y' E L' and hence cpy,(M)CL'. Let L" be the separable closure of 
cpy,(M) in L', and let [L': L"]=pd. Let x' =Xpd. Then, cpAM)CL". 
Since [CPx(M): cpAM)]=pd, L" is separable over CPx,(M). Thus we may 
assume that L is separable over both CPx(M) and cp/M). 

Let a be an element of L generating L over cp/M). If a monic 
polynomialf over cp/M) is sufficiently near to the monic irreducible poly
nomial of a over cpy(M), f has a root f3 in L and thus we have 

cp/M)(f3)®py(~I)CP/M) = L. 

Let A be the integral closure of CPy(Ok[[X]]) in cpvCM)(f3). Then, A satisfies 
the conditions (3) (4) (5) and M A = L. We have resy = res A = res", by 
Claim 1 and Claim 3. 
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Since we have proved Proposition 3, we denote res x •L / k (x E P) by 
resL / k • Jt has the following properties. 

Corollary 2. resL/k: ffiq",l KiL)-+ffiq",o Kik) is a homomorphism oj 
left ffiq",o Kq(k) -modules. The homomorphism resL/k: Kl(L)=Lx-+Ko(k) 
=Z is the unique homomorphism such that resL/k(kX)=O and such that 

Remark. We can show that if ch(k)=O, resA : Kq+l(L)-+Kik) actu
ally depends on the choice of A, and Corollary I to Proposition 3 does 
not hold any more. Indeed, suppose ch (k) = 0, and let f be an element 
of Ok[[X]] such thatfmod Ok[[X]]mk is transcendental over k(X). Then, 
for any g E mJJ[, there is an Ok-automorphism a of if which satisfies the 
assumption of Corollary I such that a(X) = X and a(!) =f + g. Then, 

resa - 1(Ok[[Xll)({f, X})-resOk[[Xll{f, X}) 

=res 0 a({f, X})-res ({f, X})=res ({I +gf-1, Xn 

need not be zero. 

§ 3. The relation with the residues of differentials 

For a field F, let ffiq",o Qj, be the exterior algebra of the F-module 
Q~/z of absolute differentials. For q, i~ 1, there exists a well defined ho
momorphism (cf. Bloch [2]) 

Pi: Q'j.-l----+ UiKq(F«T)))/ Ui+1[(iF«T))) 

Pi(x dY1 /\ ... /\ dYq-1) ={l +.xT\ Yl' .. " Yq-l}' 
Yl Yq-l 

Let K be a complete discrete valuation field such that Fe 0 K and 
such that OK/mK is of finite degree over F. By Section 2 Lemma 7 applied 
to the case k=F«T)) and A = OK[[T]], there is a unique homomorphism 

res: Kq + l(K«T)))----+ Kq(F«T))) 

such that the composite 

where K* are defined for the T-adic valuations, M is the field of fractions 
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of OK[[T]], and 6 is the set of all prime ideals of OK[[T]] of height one 
distinct from (T). As is easily seen, the diagram 

commutes, where the upper horizontal arrow is the usual residue homo
morphism. 

Next, let C be a proper regular irreducible curve over F, and K the 
function field of C. For each v E 'i{S(KjF) (cf. Section 0 Lemma 4), let K. 
be the completion of K at v. As above, we have the residue homomor
phism res.: Kq+l(Kv«T»)~KiF«T»). We can prove the residue 
formula: 

Proposition 4. For each y E Kq+l (K«T»), the infinite sum 
I:VE!ll(K/F) resv (y) converges to zero in the topological group Kq(F«T»). 

Proof. Let x=CQ9FF[[T]], X=CQ9FF«T», and let J be the func
tion field of X. Since J is dense in K«T», it is sufficient to prove that 
for each y E Kq+tCJ), resv(y) =0 for almost all v, and I:.E!Il(K/F) res. (y)=O. 

Each W E 'i{S(JjF«T») corresponds to a closed points of X and hence 
to a closed integral sub scheme x(w) of x of codimension one. Since x is 
proper over F[[T]], x(w) is finite over F[[T]], and hence contains only 
one closed point w. Since the closed points of x are contained in C= 
XQ9F[[T]]F, we have a map 

s; 'i{S(JjF«T)))~'i{S(KjF); w~w. 

On the other hand, for each v E 'i{S(KjF), 

resv = I: N.(w)/F«T» 0 aw: Kq+l(J)~Kq(F«T»). 
wEs-'(v) 

Thus, 

I: resv= 2:: N,(W)/F«T» oaw=o 
.E!Il(K/F) wE!Il(J/F«T») 

by Section 0 Lemma 4. 

§ 4. Relations with local class field theory 

A field K is called a local field of dimension n, if a sequence of fields 
ko, ... , k n is given satisfying the following conditions: (i) ko is a finite 
field, (ii) for i= 1, ... , n, k t is a complete discrete valuation field with 
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residue field k'-l> and (iii) kn=K. Let Kab be the maximum abelian ex
tension of an n-dimensional local field K. Then, as in [7] [8], there is a 
canonical homomorphism 

which generalizes the reciprocity map in the usual local class field theory. 
In this Section 4, we first show that in the case ch(K)=p>O, thep

primary part of this reciprocity map is given by using the residue homo
morphism of this paper. We shall next show that the residue homomor
phism describes the relation of the class field theories of two higher local 
fields k and L which satisfy the conditions (1) (2) of Section 2 (cf. Theo
rem 2). 

First, assume that K is an n-dimensional local field of characteristic 
p>O, and take a homomorphism s,: k'-I~Ok' for each i, such that the 
composite k'_I~Ok,/mk,=k'_1 is the identity map. By Section 3, the 

embeddings s,: ki-1~Ok' (1 <i<n) give residue homomorphisms 

We denote by ResK the composite 

On the other hand, for a field k of characteristic p>O, let W(k) (resp. 
W.(k» be the ring of p-Witt vectors over k of infinite length (resp. of length 
r). Then, W(k) is embedded as a topological group in k«T»)X by the 
Artin-Hasse exponential 

where E,(x) = IT (n,p)=l (1_(xp')n)-p(n)/n (p(n) is the Mobius' function). 
For q, r> 1, let T~r)(k) be the closure in Kq(k«T») of the subgroup gener
ated by elements of the forms 

such that i~r, x e k and Yl>' . " Yq-l e kX. In particular, TiO)(k)~ W(k) 
and TiO)(k)/Tir)(k) ~ Wr(k). 

Proposition 5. (1) Let F be afield of characteristic p>O, and let K 
be a complete discrete valuation field such that Fe OK and such that OK/mK 
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is of finite degree over F. Then, 

res (T~rUK» C T~r)(F) for any q and r. 

(2) Let K be a local field of dimension n of characteristic p > 0, and 
let ResK : Kn+I(K«T)~KI(Fp«T))) be the homomorphism defined above. 
Then we have isomorphisms 

U1Kn+I(K«T»)/(F-I)U1Kn+I(K«T») R,:,sK) UiK1(Fi(T») 

u i bYRes: U i 
nOUK)/(F-I)T~OUK) ) W(Fp)=Zp, 

-

where F: Kn+I(K«T»)~Kn+I(K«T») is the norm associated with the K
homomorphism of degree p; K«T»~K«T»; TI-------+TP. 

(An explicit computation shows that T~r) is stable under the action 
of F.) 

By this proposition, we have a canonical pairing 

Wr<K)/(F-I)Wr(K)XKn(K)~T~OUK)/(Ti:UK)+(F-l)T~OUK» 
~TiO)(Fp)/Tir)(Fp)~ Wr(Fp)=Z/prz, 

in which the first map j is «xo, ... , x r- I), y) ~ n r:J{Ei(Xi), y}, and 
F: Wr(K)~ Wr(K) is the homomorphism (xo, ... , xr-I)~(xK, ... , X¥_I). 
By the theory of Artin-Schreier and Witt, for any field k of characteristic 
p>O, the pro-p-part Gal (kRb/k)(p) of Gal (kRb/k) is isomorphic to 

lim Hom (Wr(k)/(F-I)Wr(k), Z/prz). 
+

r 

Hence the above pairing induces a homomorphism 

Proposition 6 below shows that this homomorphism coincides with the 
pro-p-part of the reciprocity map 'Iff K: Kn(K)~Gal(KRb/K) (p) defined in 
[7] by using the residue homomorphism in Quillen's K-theory. 

Remark 3. From our point of view, the p-primary part of the recip
rocity law in the global class field theory in characteristic p>O follows 
from the residue formula Proposition 4. 

Proof of Proposition 5. Though this proposition can be proved using 
the explicit definition of the residue homomorphism, we prove it here 
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using the result of [7] for the brevity, relating the residue homomorphism 
in Milnor K-theory to that in Quillen's K-theory defined in [7] Section 2. 
We use 

Proposition 6. (1) Let k be a field of characteristic p>O, and let 
SCKik) and filtT TCKik) (q, r > 0) be the groups defined in Bloch [2] Chapter 
II using Quillen's K-theory. Then, the canonical homomorphism from 
Milnor's K-group to Quillen's K-group for the field k«T» induces isomor
phisms 

(2) Let K and F be as in the hypothesis of Proposition 5 (1). Then 
the following diagram is commutative, where the left (resp. the right) vertical 
arrow is the residue homomorphism defined in this paper (resp. in [7] Sec
tion 2). 

Proof The assertion (1) follows from the determination of the struc~ 
tures of SCKq{k) and TCKq(k) in Bloch [2] Chapter II (the hypothesis 
qs.p in [2] is eliminated by [7] Section 2.2 Proposition 2.) Indeed, let CPi 
be the surjective homomorphism 

Q~-lEBQ~-2~UiKik«T»)/Ui+1Kik«T») 

(w, W')~Pi(W)+{PtCw'), T} (cf. Section 3). 

Let UiSCKq(k) be the image of UiKik«T») in SCKq(k). Then, by the 
structure theorem of UiSCKik)/Ui+1SCKik) in [2], we can easily verify 
that the kernel of the composite map 

QZ-1EBQZ-2~UiSCKq{k)/Ui+1SCKq(k) 

is contained in the kernel of CPi, and hence we have 

This proves the first isomorphism of (l), and the second is proved in the 
same way. 

Next we prove (2). Recall the definition of the residue homomor
phism for Quillen's K-group in [7]. Let K2 be Quillen's K-group. Let B 
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be a (commutative) ring, S a multiplicatively closed set of non-zero divi
sors of B, and let H be the category of all B-modules X having a resolu
tion of length one by finitely generated projective B-modules such that 
sX =0 for some s E S. By Grayson [6], we have an exact sequence 

Assume further that B is a flat ring over a ring R and that for any s E S, 
B/sB is finitely generated and projective as an R-module. Then, all 
objects of H are finitely generated and projective over R, and the restric
tion of scalars defines a homomorphism K~(H)-+K~(R). Let aB1R,S be 
the composite K~+l(S-lB)-+K~(H)-+K~(R). We consider the following 
cases. Let K and F be as in (2). 

(i) R=F[T]/(rn), B=OK[T]/(Tn) (n>l) and S=OK-{O}. 
(ii) R=F«T», B= OK[[T]][T- 1] and S=B-{O}. 
(iii) R=F[[T]], B=OK[[T]] and S=B-(T) «T) denotes the ideal 

of B generated by T). 
Let M be the field of fractions of OK[[T]], and I the local ring of 

OK[[T]] at the prime ideal (T), and let k=F«T». Let 

an: K~+l(K[T]/(rn»~K~(F[T]/(rn», 

f: K~+l(M)~K~(k)=K~(F«T»), 

g: K~+l(I)~K~(F[[T]]) 

be the homomorphism aB1A,S in the above cases (i) (ii) (iii), respectively. 
The residue homomorphism in [7] is defined as the inverse limit of an. 
We have a commutative diagram 

which proves (2). 
By Proposition 6, Proposition 5 follows from the corresponding results 

for Quillen's K-group proved in [7] Section 2 and Section 3. 
The next aim of this section is to prove 

Theorem 2. Let k and L be fields which satisfy the conditions (1) (2) 
in Section 2, and assume that k is a local field of dimension n> 1. Then, L 
is a local field of dimension n + 1. If we denote by 1Jf Land 1Jf" the recipro
city maps in the class field theory of Land k respectively, the following 
diagram is commutative for any element x of UL such that oX E mL' 
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Here the right vertical arrow is the natural restriction. Recall that if 
ch (k) ='i=O, res A,L/k is independent of the choice of A by Proposition 3, and 
is written as resL/k' 

Proof By using the commutative diagram 

~ 7Jh 
Kn + 1(L) ~Gal (Lab/L) 

N~(,1{l ~ 7JfJ!I t ~ 
Kn+l(M)~Gal (Mab/M) 

defined by the finite extension L/ £1 corresponding to the choice of A ([7] 
Section 3 Cor. I to Proposition 1), we are reduced to the case L=M. 
Since the image of K n + 1(M) is dense in Kn + 1(M) for the filtration Ui, it is 
sufficient to prove that the following diagram is commutative. 

Kn+l(M)~Gal (Mab/M) 

- L: N«P)/koapl 1 
pEE 7Jf 

Kn(k) ~Gal (kab/k). 

Let @=@)U{Ok[[X]]mk} be the set of all prime ideals of height one of 
0k[[X]], For 1:1 E @, let Mp be the completion of M with respect to the 1:1-

adic valuation. If 1:1 ='i= 0k[[X]]mk (i.e. if 1:1 E @)), the abelian extension kab/k 
induces an unramified abelian extension of M p, and the unramified part 
of the class field theory of Mp shows that the diagram 

is commutative (cf. [7] Section 3 Corollary 2 to Proposition 2). Thus, it 
is sufficient to prove that for each x E K n + 1(M), the sum of the images of 
x under the composite maps 

7JfM 
Kn+l(M)~Gal «Mp)ab/Mp)~Gal (kab/k) 

converges to zero in Gal (kab/k) where 1:1 ranges over @. This fact is 
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contained in the following reciprocity law (take F to be the residue field 
of k, and N=n-l). 

Proposition 7. Let N?:.O, and let F be a local field of dimension N. 
Let A be a two dimensional complete normal noetherian local ring with residue 
field F, and let M be the field of fractions of A. Let x E KN +zCM). Then, 
when 1:1 range over all prime ideals of height one of A, the sum of the images 
of x under the composite maps 

converges to zero in Gal (Mab / M). 

This reciprocity law is stated in Parsin [10] (in the case N = 0) without 
proof. My proof will be introduced in Saito [11] in the case N=O, and 
that proof is valid for any N without essential change. Here we assume 
ch (M)=p>O, and by using the residue, we give a proof of the fact that 
for each x E KN+2(M), the sum of the images of x under KN+zCM)-+ 
Gal «Mp)ab / Mp)-+Gal (Mab / M) (p) converges to zero. By the definition 
of the pro-p part of the reciprocity map given in this section, it is sufficient 
to prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 8. Let F, A, and M be as in Proposition 7, and assume 
ch(M)=p>O. Then,forx E U1K N+3(M«T»), when 1:1 ranges over all prime 
ideals of height one of A, :Ep Res,lf/x) converges to zero in U1K1(FP(T»). 

Proof By using the norm homomorphism, we may assume A = 
F[[X, Y]]. Let k=F«Y», and identify A with 0k[[X]], Let @5 and @) 
be as before. Then, if 1:1= (Y)=Amk (i.e. if 1:1 ~ (5), ResM : U1KN+3(M"«T») 

A p • 

-+ U1 KI(Fp«T») is written as Resp 0 r; 0 r!, where 

r!= resMpCCT))/PCCX)) CCT)): U1KN +3(MP(T»)---+ U1KN +2(F«X»«T»), 

r; =respCCX)) CCT))/PCCT)): U1K N +2(F«X»«T»)---+ U1KN + I(F«T»)). 

(Note Mp=F«X»«Y».) If 1:1 E @5, ResMp=Resp 0 r; 0 r! where 

r!=resMpCCT))/kCCT)): U1KN+3(MP(T»)---+ U1KN+2(k«T»), 

r!=reskCCT))/P«T)): UIKN+zCk«T»)---+UIKN+I(F«T») 

(cf. [7] Section 3 Lemma 12). So it suffices to prove that for any q and 
any x E U1K q +2(M«T»), :EPEs r! 0 r!(x) converges to zero in U1Kq(F«T»). 

Let bl> .. " bN be a p-base of F over Fp (cf. [6] Chapter ° Section 12). 
Then, the M-vector space Dk has a base (db i (1 ::;: i ::;: N), dX, dY). Since 
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.Q'L-+IEB.Q'L-~ UiKq+2(M«T)))/ UH I Kq+zCM«T))) 

(w, W')~Pi(W)+{P;(W'), T} 

is surjective for any i> 1, and since 
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it follows that U1Kq+z(M«T))) is topologically generated by elements of 
the forms 

{c, 1 +aTt, X, y}, {c',. 1 +aTt, X}, {c/, 1 +aTi, Y} 

such that c e Kq_I(F«T))), c' e Kq(F«T))), i> 1, and a is either in A+ or 
(A_)o. Since r! ° r! is a homomorphism of left EBq;;;,o Kq(F«T))) -modules 
and 

r! ° r!(U1K2(M«T)))C U1KO(F«T))) =0 

for any +> e @, we are reduced to proving 

I: r! ° r!({l +aTi, X, Y})=O 
~e@; 

for a e A+ and a e (A_)o. First, assume a e A+ and write a in the form 

a= I: alX)yJ with alX) e F[[X]]. 
j>_oo 

Then, r!({l+aTi, X, Y})=O unless +>=(X) or (Y). If +>=(y), 

r! ° r!({l +aTt, X, Y})=r!({l +ao(X)Tt, X}) 

={l +ao(O)Ti} e KI(F«T))). 

If +>=(X), 

r!or!({1+aTi,X, Y})=-r!({I+ I: alO)yJTi, Y}) 
j»_oo 

= -{I +ao(O)Ti} e KI(F«T))) 

(here for u e F«T))X, {u} denotes the corresponding element of K1(F«T))), 
so, {uv}={u}+{v}). Next, assume a e (A_)o, and write 

a= I: alX)yJ with alX) e X-1k[X- 1]. 
r»-oo 

We have, for +>=(Y), 

r! ° r!({l +aTt, X, Y}) = r!({l +ao(X)Tt, X})=O 
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(cf. Theorem 1). On the other hand, 

L: r~({l +aTi, X, Y})= - L: resv (1{ +aT\ X, Y}) 
~EI5 vE!/lCkCX)/k)-15 

=0 in K2(k((T))) 

by the residue formula. 
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